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MODERN METHODS FOR CREATING ATMOSPHERIC
PRESSURE MAPS
U. Muxtorov, S. Abdurakhmonov - PhD, N. Mirjalolov
Tashkent Institute of Irrigation and Agricultural Mechanization Engineers
Abstract
Currently, paper versions of map data are almost not used, and increasingly they are switching to computerbased gat, which can simultaneously solve the tasks of collecting, storing, visualizing and analyzing map data. For
this reason, the article discusses the method of creating climate maps in the case of using GAT technologies using
the example of the ArcGIS software product. In addition, the principles of detecting time intervals were developed
in this article and the use of modern GIS and database management systems to create climate maps is described.
The main sources for creating a climate database are listed. The results of experiments on creating air pressure
maps based on the integration of databases with GIS data at different time intervals for the study and forecasting
of climate change in the Republic of Uzbekistan are presented. The accumulated experience of creating climate
maps of today was also analyzed and the importance of creating climate maps using modern GAT programs was
shown. It shows how to create climate maps using the ArcGIS program, namely, to improve the methodology for
creating climate maps based on data on climate indicators such as air humidity, pressure, air temperature and
precipitation, atmospheric pressure, and the location of meteorites on the territory of the Republic of Uzbekistan.
Key words: climate indicators, weather stations, atmospheric pressure, raster analysis, kriging, visualization.

I

ntroduction. The map is one of the main goals for
scientific audiences in different climate zones.
In many cases, users will not have basic cartographic
knowledge, although this will allow them to create
simple maps. Unlike traditional cartography, standards
known to many make it easy to interpret maps. There is
no standard mapping that reflects uncertainty (climate
or other data). A large-scale technical assortment
was used for this purpose, and users can lose a lot of
their time. Climate maps are a powerful tool for spatial
analysis of climate data. To create climate maps, you
can use a number of climate observations listed in
climate data, archives of current climate data posted
on the Internet, map data, satellite and radar data,
and climate description data. Long-term forecasting of
climate change and over the time required for analysis
can be, for example, 30 years or more. The analysis of
climate data in the gat programs and the development
of a climate map will bring some convenience in
the gat programs. For processing climate data, it is
recommended that the GAT user analyze the time
interval in an interactive environment with different
variations and select the average time interval.
Materials and methods: Experiments on creating
climate maps using modern methods show that for
each of the indicators for which the map is compiled, it
is necessary to determine a certain time interval, create
a database and conduct a climate analysis.
Currently, the development and creation of climate
maps is one of the main tasks of thematic cartography.
The tasks of getting a climate on a map are diverse,
the deeper they are, the two sides of getting such
a caricature to study differ-content (geographical)
and technical (or engineering). We study the laws of
nature that are necessary when getting a map from
the geographer, and in the case of using modern gat
technologies, we study the techniques and printing
techniques for creating maps. On the technical
side, they are engaged in developing accurate and
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object-oriented methods for placing events and their
elements on cards, correct visualization of graphics, and
developing modern methods for publishing cards.
But now climate maps are being created with the
following paths:
1. Direct observation of objects and phenomena in
the field;
2. Support for mathematical and other methods of
non-cartographic sources and their processing;
3. Automatic methods for making cards when they
are used, using statistical and field data;
4. Building a map using generalization techniques
and various thematic maps, that is, from one map to
the second, developing a map with new content [2].
When obtaining a climate map, the nature of the
territory can be described as a complete or specific
natural component or phenomenon. Depending on
this, the check on the card is divided into complex and
field types. The area covered by the receipt on the card
also varies depending on the scale and series of cards. It
also includes the development and creation of content
for maps of various stages and regions (from large-scale
maps of small regions to small-scale ones), and worldscale maps.
Various maps are currently being developed based
on a comprehensive study of climate resources:
1. Short-term, clearly targeted fact maps;
2. Analytical and typological cards-these cards
describe events that are related to specific areas of
knowledge;
Mapping of geosystems consists in studying naturalterritorial complexes with different taxonomic units and
describing them on maps. Geosystems can be global,
subglobal, regional, or local in scale, depending on the
stratum, each system differs in its significance, degree of
generalization, and other characteristics.
Clouds are indicated by shaded squares. Isobars-are
described in paras
Based on the above views and comments, as well
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Figure 2. Diva-gis.org Web page

Figure 1. Synoptic map, 1980, may 1, 7:00 a.m.
Barometric maximum in the area of lake Onega
(anticyclone). Wind strength is indicated by a large or
small arrow
as other information on natural Sciences, the theoretical
and methodological principles of climate mapping can
be interpreted as follows:
1. The practical focus of cartography is its importance
for the economy.
2. It is necessary to use the experience of obtaining
complex maps based on the study of the laws of nature.
3. The necessity of using modern technologies, the
aerospace and mathematical and technology in the
creation of climatic maps etc [2].
Looking at the history of creating climate maps, we
can see different types of climate maps.
From the picture above, it is clear that in ancient
times, work was carried out on the image of climate
indicators using a map. Of course, the weather forecast
provides an increasingly accurate picture for the user by
describing climate indicators through the map.
Today, the creation of such maps is carried out
mainly at the expense of information technologies. In
particular, in GAT programs.
Well, here's how we do this process. If we approach
the issue that we are studying, today creating maps
using GAT technologies is a much more effective
method. Unlike paper cards, an Electronic card has
options for fixing it at the right time, while at other times
it can be hidden. In all GAT applications, the mapping
process is based on area vector data. Because vector
data is used for embedding in the program based on
a certain coordinate of a certain territory. In order to
complete the task set for us, we will need to download
the shp file with the administrative-territorial structure of
the Republic of Uzbekistan. We can get this through a
lot of web pages. As an example for them diva-gis.org
or extract.bbbike.org we can show you.
We upload vector data of the territorial borders of
the Republic of Uzbekistan to the ArcMap program. Of
course, we will need information about the location
of meteorites located on the territory of the Republic.

Figure 3. Extract.bbbike.org Web page
This data is the coordinates of weather stations. Using
coordinates, we can place them on our map. When we
receive this information, we will return to the web pages.

Figure 4. Flymetio.org Web page

Figure 5. Meteomaps.ru Web page
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We can get information about
meteorites and their coordinates
located on the territory of the
Republic of Uzbekistan from web
pages in 4 and 5 pictures. According
to him, the localization and names of
weather stations are determined by
the table below.
Having
lowered
the
administrative
and
territorial
boundaries,
it
is
considered
much more convenient in the
territorial definition of our weather
stations. Now we need to create
a climate map using data from
weather stations in these regions.
But to do this, we will need to get
data on climate indicators from
weather stations. Of course, ArcGIS
data analysis winter provides a
very wide range of features for
analyzing hyphenated territorial
data. However, when analyzing
the same data, the formation
of the database, as well as the
accuracy of the data, as far as their
removable sources are based on
data, does not directly affect the
accuracy of the generated map.
Therefore, when creating each
thematic map it is necessary to pay
attention to the reliability of sources
of information.
Climate indicators play an
important role in climate maps.
However, in the chart below, we
can see data on the observed
atmospheric pressure over several
years in our weather stations
The data in table 2 is only one
day's atmospheric pressure data.
We can include air temperature,
humidity, soil temperature, and
other climate data in these
datasets. Of course, these data are
important when creating a climate
map, and the accuracy of the
data, as noted above, affects the
accuracy of the analysis.
We get data from weather
stations in a table in Microsoft
Excel. After that, we need to add
atmospheric temperature data to
the attribute data table of our point
layer, in which the coordinates of
the specified weather stations are
lowered. Of course, we will carry
out this work using the appropriate
ArcMap task tools. But the main issue
we have is analyzing atmospheric
pressure data on the location of
meteorites in the respective regions
and creating a map. To do this, we
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Table 1
Weather stations located on the territory of the Republic of Uzbekistan
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perform a" kriging " analysis of the
atmospheric pressure of our point
layer in Agsmar. And the program
gives us a separate visualization
of atmospheric pressure data in
automatic mode based on raster
analysis of the values of its degrees
based on colors.

Table 2
Information on atmospheric pressure from the weather stations were
located in the territory of the Republic of Uzbekistan (07.02.2018 case)

Figure 6. Location of weather stations
in the territory of the Republic of
Uzbekistan
The results of raster analysis of
these processes are limited to the
administrative region and a map of
changes in atmospheric pressure has
been created, as in pictures 7 and 8
of the Republic of Uzbekistan.
Results.
Of
course,
climate
indicators
are
variable,
and
visualization by region in relation to
the data on the table of their map
becomes clear and visual for some
time. This makes the imagination
much clearer for users. Because
climate indicators are variable,
creating climate indicator maps
requires constant and continuous
implementation. In implementing this
process, it is much more effective to
use an integrated approach. To do
this, you need to perform tasks in the
required sequence and organize
the network systematically. The
most optimal solution, in our opinion,
can be the introduction of this
systematic network through the gat
laboratories. The sequence of tasks
specified above should include the
process from extracting data from
the source to analyzing, processing
and cartelizing data [1,3,4]. We can
see this in figure 9 below.
We know that satellite systems can
be used to obtain positional data in
conjunction with satellite images. But
at the same time, climate data is also
available in an online environment.
Climate mapping using satellite
data in the system, we first position
meteorites and analyze climate data
on Earth in special GAT laboratories.
Of course, the work of experienced
specialists in the analysis process will
be much more effective. The reason
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Figure 7. Analysis of "kriging" by
weather stations data

Figure 8. Atmospheric pressure card of the Republic of
Uzbekistan

Fig. 9. Climate map creation system
is that in this process, classification work is carried out
that separates the climatic attractions. At the same
time, the work of gat specialists will not be enough.
The reason is that it requires the work of qualified
specialists in the field of meteorology. This stage of the
system is the main stage, the quality and accuracy
of data is determined at this point. After analyzing
the finished data, the mapping specialists will be
visualized or, depending on demand, digital and
analog will be created. The continuity of this process
can be the most effective system for creating clear
and up-to-date climate maps.
Conclusion. Unlike paper maps, an Electronic map
contains additional information that can be created
as needed. This is due to the fact that each level has
data on a specific subject. One layer of the electronic
map may contain information about the territorial
boundaries of a region, and the other may contain
information about the climate in a particular region.
For displaying objects on a digital map, an objectoriented orientation without layers is considered
more promising. In his opinion, objects are included

8

in classification systems that reflect certain logical
relationships between the object's spheres. Grouping
(displaying or analyzing) objects of different classes
is performed in a more complex way. But objectoriented orientation is closer to the nature of human
thinking than the multi-layered principle.
The atmospheric pressure map was created using
the ArcGIS software. To compile this map, atmospheric
pressure indicators were obtained, compiled and
processed in Microsoft Excel, which presents data
from weather stations located on the territory of the
Republic of Uzbekistan.
Since the modern style of creating climate Cards is
important in effective visualization of qualitative and
precise climate data.
The systematic organization of visualization of
climate data by cards, as well as the organization
of it during the GAT Laboratories, is an effective tool
for visualization of all indicators and weather data
of the climate. For those who conduct research on
climate, it is considered an effective tool for visualizing
research results.
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INTRODUCTION OF AN AUTOMATED INFORMATION SYSTEM
OF ARABLE LAND CONSERVATION BASED ON INNOVATIVE
TECHNOLOGIES
B.N. Inamov - PhD student, State Scientific-Design Institute of “Uzdavyerloyikha”
Tashkent Institute of Irrigation and Agricultural Mechanization Engineers
Abstract
The article is illuminated topical issues of control over illegal land acquisition by individuals and legal entities, by
using modern technologies to prevent plundering of arable land.
Key words: arable land, information system, conservation, rational and efficient use of land resources.

I

Research results. There are a number of problems to
ntroduction. In recent years, a number of efforts
have been made in the country to organize rational
eliminate violations of land law. For example, a limited
and efficient use of land resources, to provide effective
number of land inspectors. In particular, a total of 1,068
land surveyors work in the district and city offices of the
control over their protection and to regulate land
Goskomzemgeodezkadastr. As a whole throughout the
relations. In particular, more than 10 normative legal
republic, 42 thousand hectares of land (6.5 thousand
acts were adopted in this direction. In accordance
with the Government Resolution 2018-2021, the revision
land users) fall on one inspector-land surveyor, 23.4
thousand hectares on agricultural lands, and 4-5
and definition of boundaries of administrative-territorial
units of the republic, the universal registration of all
thousand hectares in irrigated lands. In 32 districts (cities)
of the republic there is no state land inspector. This limits
categories and types of land resources was carried out
the possibility of systematic monitoring of the area to
by organizing systematically, connected to the state
coordinate system by means of aerospace surveying
which it is attached, and taking steps to detect, prevent
and unmanned aerial vehicles.
Table 1
Research methods. Nowadays,
INFORMATION
all violations of land legislation are
on the measures taken to eliminate violations of land legislation in the
determined by the inspectors of the
Republic of Karakalpakstan, in regions, districts and cities
Goskomzemgeodezkadastr
and
the State Committee of Agricultural
Inspection and Ecology and are
provided to the Prosecutor's office
and the Court for further measures to
eliminate violations. In particular, as of
August 1, 2019, the State Committee
on Land Resources, Geodesy,
Cartography and State Cadastre
(Goskomzemgeodezkadastre) has
revealed a total of 3,670 cases of
illegal land use. Table 1 [3,4].
The data in this table shows
that 2059 persons and 1,041 land
owners
were
given
warnings
for elimination of the revealed
violations, submissions were made
to the provincial and district khokims
in 1765 cases, information on 1,048
cases and lawsuits in 404 cases
applications are included.
According to the regional
data, 21.9% (355 hectares) of the
identified violations were registered
in Tashkent region, 21.0% (340
hectares) in Fergana region, 10.0%
(163 hectares) in Jizzakh region, 9.4%
(153 hectares). ) Syrdarya region
accounts for 8.0% (130 hectares)
of Surkhandarya region and 6.8%
(111 hectares) of the Republic of
Karakalpakstan.
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Figure 1. The system of state over effective use and protection of land resources through the automated information
system E-YER NAZARAT (ELAND CONTROL)
and address land offenses.
Many problems are caused by the lack of up-to-date
information and communication technologies in the
process of detecting and responding to land violations.
For example, overcrowding and bureaucracies lead
to excessive paperwork and accountability, resulting
in long-term consideration of land violations and
overgrazing, numerous and recurrent violations of land
laws, and ultimately unauthorized land acquisition.
Discussion of research results. On the basis of the
study, it can be concluded that the trend of declining
comparative cropland dynamics*
over the past
decades has been continuing. In particular, the average
area of the comparative cropland in the country in the

2000s was 0.19 hectares/ pieces, and at the end of 2018
it was 0.11 hectares/pieces.
Given the constant population growth in Uzbekistan
(24 487 700 in 2000, 28 001 400 in 2010 and 33 899 190 as
of December 13, 2019) [6], naturally, taken an account
reduced area under cultivation, this growth is likely to
cause serious problems by the early 2030s.
It is known that on June 17, 2019, the Decree of
President of the Republic of Uzbekistan №5742 "On
measures for the efficient use of land and water
resources" was adopted [2]. According to this
Presidential Decree, despite the phased measures to
restore the unused total of 266 106 hectares of land that
have become unusable due to lack of irrigated water as
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a result of global climate change and malfunctioning of
internal irrigation facilities, there is still negligent attitude
of individuals and legal entities to arable land.
Conclusion. From the above analyzes we can see
that despite numerous governmental measures to
prevent land violations, there are cases of unauthorized
occupation, plundering, construction of illegal buildings
and structures by individuals and legal entities, and
other purposes. Therefore, in the near future we will lose
the most valuable irrigated arable land in the country if
appropriate measures are not taken to prevent this.
Proposals and recommendations. With the purpose
of enhancing effective state control over land use
and protection, jointly with the Courts, Prosecutors
and other government agencies, the introduction
of transparent mechanisms for addressing land
offenses through effective use of information and
communication technologies, eliminating bureaucratic
factors, bureaucracy and formalities; Development
of automated information system software "E-LAND
CONTROL" in the following scheme: (Figure 1).
At this point:
Within
the
competence
of
the
Goskomzemgeodezkadastre for all land categories;
- Within the competence of the State Committee for
Ecology and Environment on land production and other
wastes, chemical and radioactive substances and
wastewater, as well as lands of cities and towns, lands of
the water fund, lands for nature protection, recreation;
- Within the competence of the Inspectorate for the
Control of Agroindustrial Complex under the Cabinet of
Ministers regarding the agricultural lands;
- the granting of rights to consider cases of violation
of land legislation and the systematic monitoring of
land violations specified in articles 2661 and 2457 of the
Code of the Republic of Uzbekistan on Administrative

Responsibility to Goskomzemgeodezkadastre and the
Agricultural department of the Inspection of AgroIndustrial Control [1];
- Complete introduction of the state land inspector
staff in all district and city administrative-territorial units
of the Ministry of Finance and
the Goskomzemgeodezkadastre for the purpose of
further strengthening effective state control over land
use and protection;
- increase salaries of employees of the
Goskomzemgeodezkadastr, the territorial administration
of land resources and the state cadastre and its
regional and city departments;
- determine that 30% of administrative fines imposed
by administrative courts for land offenses will be
collected by the Land Relations and State Cadastre
Development Fund;
- provide the opportunity to pay an unchanged
amount of land tax over 3 years to those land users on
whose lands an increase in yield (bonitet score) of land
was found. And increase the land tax rate for those land
users in whose lands a decrease in yield (bonitet score)
of land was found;
- establishment of a system of material incentives
for citizens to timely inform accurate and reliable
information on land violations by specially authorized
bodies to support and encourage public control over
land resources protection;
Naturally, the aforementioned results give the
expected positive results in preventing land violations
in the future. At the same time, by practicing a
comprehensive measures, such as involving the public,
strengthening law enforcement through the media,
improving the legal awareness of the population, can
be achieved a comprehensive eradication of violations
of land law.
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USING REMOTE SENSING FOR CREATING FERTILIZER SPEADING
MAP ON PRECISION AGRICULCUTE
I.M. Aslanov, A.N. Jumanov
Tashkent Institute of Irrigation and Agricultural Mechanization Engineers
Abstract
Precision farming requires detailed information about the field and the plots within it. Key information about
the diversity of farmland characteristics is collected by taking and analyzing soil samples to determine the optimal
amounts of used seed, fertilizer and other substances, which can increase yields, reduce unproductive costs, and
thereby achieve greater return on investment. From year to year, using spatial information and analyzing a constantly
updated knowledge base, the manufacturer consistently improves the results of his enterprise. Such technologies
and solutions based on them of different levels and scales are suitable for all farms, and with a fully functional
corporate-wide implementation, they are especially promising in large agricultural holdings with large the size of the
fields and the high variability of the species composition of soils, their structure and fertility, susceptibility to damage
to crops by diseases and pests. Geographic information systems serve as an essential integration component of
precision farming solutions.
Key words: Remote Sensing, Yield mapping, Fertilizer, Precision Agriculture; agricultural land; ArcGIS;

I

ntroduction. Geographical information system
(GIS) technologies has great potentials in the field
of agriculture and has opened newer possibilities of
improving agriculture land mapping system as it offers
accelerated, repetitive, spatial and temporal synoptic
view. One of the modern trends in agricultural production
and agribusiness is the concept of the so-called
precision farming. It represents and develops a unified
process for managing the growth and productivity of
crops in accordance with their needs and taking into
account the detailed intra-field variability of the plant
habitat. This technology became possible thanks to the
development of informatics, communication systems,
progress in the field of automation of agricultural
machinery and equipment, the development of
special sensors and measuring complexes for collecting
information in the field. [3], understanding how
ecosystem work [6] and assessing the effects of future
land use change on nutrients [9].
The task that any specialist working with data on
land plots faces is to verify and ensure their accuracy.
Information may: come from different sources, from
several contractors; plotted on an electronic map
based on the results of geodetic surveys, digitization of
aerial photographs and satellite images, scanned plans;
Receive in real time or recreate based on archived
data. With any of these options, and especially when
used together, errors can occur, such as intersecting
fields, mismatched borders, typos in the name of the
crop, or simply unfilled characteristics of the objects.
Remote Sensing allows you to correct the errors found,
as well as ensure high quality data with the subsequent
introduction of additional information.[3]
Precision farming is an integrated high-tech
agricultural management system that includes
technologies for global positioning GIS technology
for remote sensing of the Earth (ERS), technologies for
assessing yields (Yield Monitor Technologies), technology
for variable rate setting (Variable Rate Technology),
and technology for geographic information systems
(GIS ) is an integrating basis for the accumulation,
storage, processing, modeling, interpretation, analysis

and display of all collected information characterizing
crops, arable land and environmental factors, the entire
agricultural landscape.[5]
Background of this study. Recommendations for
variable dosage of fertilizers. They aim to change soil
composition and are based on a variety of factors,
including current soil nutrient levels, yield target, crop
type and yields in the past and prior years. Often such
guidelines are made for each operating area. Since
the above data is known for each point in the field, the
farmer can accurately calculate the required amount
of applied substances at each point. Applying the
exact dosage at each point, the farmer not only cares
about the health of the crop, but also reduces his costs
for agrochemicals and other material resources.[1]
Harvest
with
test
plots.
Variable
dosage
recommendations are based on exact formulas and
may take into account additional factors such as
climatic zone, meso- and microclimatic conditions,
product and soil type. To achieve additional increases in
yield, the grower may deliberately apply more or less of
the substance in certain areas of the field in order to test
the correct application rates of nutrients. The locations
of these test plots must be accurately mapped and
documented so that yields can be compared at the
same points.
Methods. The normalized difference vegetation index
(NDVI) is one of the most widely used vegetation indexes
and its utility in satellite assessment and monitoring of
global vegetation cover has been well demonstrated
over the past two decades. [7] It is defined as
where NIR and RED represent surface reflectances
averaged over visible (λ ~ 0.6 μm) and near infrared (NIR)
(λ ~ 0.8 μm) regions of the spectrum, respectively. The
NDVI is correlated with certain biophysical properties
of the vegetation canopy, such as leafarea index (LAI),
fractional vegetation cover, vegetation condition, and
biomass. NDVI increases near-linearly with increasing
LAI and then enters an asymptotic phase in which NDVI
increases very slowly with increasing LAI.
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Data collection. To evaluate (locate) the current
situation in the field in the best possible way, the field
was recorded during visit to the main local farms and
their owners. Shorter surveys can be carried out in the
process with farm owners. In addition to obtaining
important technical data, this also provides an insight
into the main issues in production. Also, each farm owner
is required to submit a map showing the current situation
and the location. These mostly include sketches or old
plans that were either copied by hand or photocopied
and thus diminished from the original cadastral maps.
Maps very often include a legend on the field boundaries
showing the types of crops grown, and each field has its
own identification number. Preparation of the thematic
GIS layers in the process of preparing GIS layers, several
raster resolutions are used:
(1) Basic resolution for calculation of suitability, 100 m;
(2) LANDSAT image at 30 and 15m resolution;
(3) A detailed topographic map 1:100 K, also at 15
m resolution.
Boundaries of the area are set to Xmin = 6490027;
Ymin = 5005476; Xmax = 6587527; Ymax = 5088076 (GaussKrueger system, zone 6), which means that the total area
is 97 × 83km. Panchromatic image is at 15 m resolution
(5508 × 6501 pixels). According to this methodology, the
following thematic layers are made. The methodology of
preparing thematic layers follows. For raster data we can
use open source from internet source www.remotepixel.
ca, for NDVI analyze we need download two raster
images red (B4) and near infrared (B5).
Results. Various vegetation indices are often used in
precision farming, and the NDVI is the most popular one. It
allows you to monitor fields and crops at any point of the
globe using satellite images. Here is a simple explanation
of what the NDVI vegetation index is and how to use it for
field analysis. It is important to understand that the NDVI is
an indicator of the plant's health but it says nothing about
the cause of a particular condition. The vegetation index is
rather a hint at what is currently happening on the field. Let's
consider three scenarios of NDVI usage for field analysis: at
the beginning, in the middle, and at end of the growing
season. At the beginning of the season, the NDVI index
helps to understand how the plant has survived through
the winter. If the NDVI is lower than 0.15, most probably
all the plants died in this part of the field. Typically, these
figures correspond to plowed soil without any vegetation.
0.15−0.2 is also a low value. This may indicate that plants
started wintering in the early phenological phase, before
tillering. 0.2−0.3 is a relatively good value. Probably, the
plants entered the tillering stage and have resumed
vegetation. 0.3−0.5 is a good value.

Figure 1. NDVI analyzing by ArcGIS

Figure 2. Fertilizer Speading map
Nevertheless, you should keep in mind that high
NDVI values can indicate that plants wintered at a
late phenological stage. If the satellite image was
taken before the resuming of vegetation, then it is
necessary to analyze the zone after the resuming of the
vegetation also. Above 0.5 is an abnormal value for the
post-wintering period. It is better to check this field zone
yourself. To sum up, if you see abnormal NDVI values
(those that are very different from the average values for
the field), you need to check this field area. You can see
the NDVI index for your fields, monitor when the weather
is cloudless, images are updated every 3−5 days.
In results we get the maps identified in the traditional
way and using NDVI analysis. In the traditional method,
an equal amount of fertilizer is applied to all contours.
Using a map identified and created using NDVI analysis,
the exact coordinate fertilizer is applied and the crop is
fertilized with as much fertilizer as needed. This increases
economic efficiency and increases soil fertility as well.
Conclusion. The use of remote sensing in agriculture
can be used to monitor agricultural areas, create
agricultural maps. Based on the results, agricultural
reclamation will not only increase economic efficiency,
but also help to preserve and increase soil fertility.
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ORGANIZATIONAL AND ECONOMIC INCENTIVES FOR
AQUACULTURE DEVELOPMENT IN ENSURING THE SUSTAINABILITY
OF THE DOMESTIC MARKET
U.R. Sangirova - c.e.s., associate professor, I.O. Yunusov - PhD, associate professor
Tashkent Institute of Irrigation and Agricultural Mechanization Engineers
Abstract
In modernization of economics, one of the major tasks is purposeful state policy in the field of aquaculture
development, normative-legal documentation on the fish farming sector, production, processing and sale of finished
fish products. Increasing the effectiveness of fish production in agriculture is absolutely important in improvement of
food providing of population. For that reason, indicators of increasing the effectiveness of fish production, importance
of government support, economic incentives by the state for the food supply of fish farms and influenced factors for
activities of fish enterprises, fish processing and storage are analyzed in the article.
Key words: acuaculture, pasture aquaculture, fishery, incentives, internal market, organizational and economic
incentives, sustainability.

I

ntroduction. Aquaculture - the cultivation of
aquatic organisms, including fish, mollusks,
crustaceans, and aquatic plants, using well-developed
techniques of the cultivation process to expand
production, such as planned cultivation, feeding, water
quality maintenance, protection against diseases and
predators. Engaging in cultivation means owning the
cultivated herd individually or jointly.
Pasture aquaculture - activities aimed at replenishing
reserves or conserving one or more species of aquatic
organisms, or at achieving a higher level of production
of individual elements of the general production
or fishing industry than is maintained under natural
conditions. In this regard, pasture aquaculture can
increase the number of fish in the form of introduction
of a new species, increase the productivity of natural
and artificial water bodies, improve the environment
and living conditions and change water bodies,
change species composition, including the elimination
of unwanted organisms or artificial selection of selected
species. Fauna creation, as well as measures aimed at
genetic modification in introduced species.
Uzbekistan has no access to the sea, the flow of the
main rivers of the Republic is controlled for irrigation
and energy needs, the existing inland water bodies are
relatively small. Under these conditions, fishing cannot
be the sole or main source of fish production, which has
highlighted the need to develop aquaculture as the
main task of fish grown in the country.
There is a need to develop projects in this area to
support aquaculture and fishing and facilitate the
allocation of loans. The government will have to allocate
resources for the development of this sector, and banks
will have to financially support business projects.
In order to preserve natural fish stocks and ensure
the growth of the fishing industry, each country strives
to develop using the opportunities available to it. The
development of fisheries is becoming a topical issue not
only in our country, but also around the world. Today,
the growing demand of the population for natural food
products and industrial enterprises for natural agricultural
products in the consumer market, which is the main
concern of the world economy, poses a number of
challenges. Including fisheries:

● radical reorganization of fishery production and
increase their efficiency;
● creation of fish species suitable for local climatic
conditions of fisheries;
● finding ways to improve the efficiency of farm
management;
● increase the number of small processing enterprises
to provide the population with quality fish products and
thereby develop fisheries;
● reorganization of processing and storage
enterprises.
Satisfaction of consumer demand for food products,
further increase in demand for fish products indicate the
need to further deepen reforms in the fisheries sector [5].
Great work has been done in this sector in the first
years of independence, and this continues in the period
of modernization of the current economy. Only the
creation of a legal framework for the development
of agriculture serves as a source of income growth
in fisheries [6]. The dynamic development of the
production system of biological resources is the most
important function of the state policy in the field of
rational resource management. The transition to market
relations in Uzbekistan predetermined the need to
create a new economic mechanism for resource use,
the development of new approaches to state regulation
of the production of fish products.
In modernization of economics, an important
condition for the effective functioning of the fish farming
is purposeful state policy in the field of aquaculture
development,
normative-legal
documentation,
procurement, production and sale of finished fish
products [9].
Materials and methods. The development of
aquaculture is directly related not only to the cultivation
of fish, the introduction of intensive methods, but also
to the processing, storage, sale of fish products using
modern marketing methods, quality delivery of products
to consumers through sales channels. It is no secret that
processing, storage can increase income even more, as
the demand for today can not bring a high income only
by growing products. The development of this process
in our country from year to year allows to improve the
economy and increase incomes (Table 1).
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The volume of processed and frozen fish products in the country for 2017-2019

The fact that the processing and storage of fish
products are growing from year to year, the improvement
of these indicators in the regions shows high results. In
2019, 7875 tons of fish products were processed, which is
6015 tons or 42.3% more than in 2017. If we compare 2019
with 2018, we can see that the volume of processed fish
increased by 28.1% and frozen fish by 27.5%. In terms of
regions, the volume of fish processing on this indicator
increased significantly in Bukhara (2 times), Kashkadarya
(3 times), Surkhandarya (about 1.7 times) and Navoi
(1.5 times) regions. In addition, the volume of frozen
fish had the highest growth rates in Navoi (1.7 times),
Surkhandarya (1.5 times) and Kashkadarya regions (1.4
times). In Jizzakh region, these two indicators decreased
by 87.5%.
Today, in the direction of organizational and
economic incentives for the development of
aquaculture, first of all, the introduction of fishing clusters
in the country is important, and this mechanism will
provide the population with quality fish products. When
implementing a cluster, the environment, opportunities,
and conditions must be explored.
These features have an impact on the formation
of fishing clusters. All participants of the sub-cluster of
fisheries interact with each other through organizational
and economic mechanisms and form the socioeconomic infrastructure, taking into account the
general nature, which also includes their activities.
Development of high-level storage and processing of
products on the basis of new modern technologies and
increase the production of exportable fish products in
demand in world markets, promotion and dissemination
of modern technologies and practices for profit,
processing of fish and fish products, storage of products,
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Table 1

long-term planning of the placement of agricultural
crops identified as the main directions of agricultural
modernization. These measures are recognized as a key
factor in the liberalization of the economy, providing the
population with fish products, increasing farm incomes
and material well-being [2].
Results and discussion. Analyzing the forms, methods
and means of organizational and economic incentives
for the development of aquaculture, we can say that
incentives should be based primarily on its forms, as
well as the process of stimulating the industry through
incentives based on existing forms.
Areas of organizational and economic incentives for
the development of aquaculture to ensure the stability
of the domestic market: regional specialization and
placement, the use of resource-saving technologies to
reduce production costs, the insurance system, finance
and credit, as well as organizational incentives and
expected results were described in Figure 1.
We think that at the regional level the real support
of the fish farms can be ensured by the formation of a
system of basic laws and regulations, the identification
of priority areas and, on their basis, investments in
the development of the fishing industry, conducting
the continuous monitoring of financial investments,
implementation of measures to create different
conditions for the formation and use of financial
resources, implementation of the strategy for the
development of fish farming.
The fish farming has great economic importance at
present and can bring an even greater economic effect
in the long term, with the introduction of new innovative
technologies for processing of fish products.
Organizational and economic stimulation of
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Figure 1. Organizational and economic incentives for the development of aquaculture in ensuring the stability of
the domestic market
strengthening the fodder base in the fish farms themselves
and supplying them with fodder from external sources,
as well as in order to improve the food base of farms,
the allocation of land area based on the area of the
reservoir, fish productivity per 1 m3 of the reservoir and
the level of groundwater will give favorable results.
Therefore, it is advisable to carry out economic
stimulation of food supply for fish farms by the state
through guaranteeing partial coverage of bank loans
and covering their full interest rates, apply insurance
at a 30 percent rate for damage caused as a result
of water mineralization and establish a 5 percent level
of insurance premium, issuance of customs and tax
benefits for feed-processing and pellet-producing
enterprises, fish farms and organizations [9].
Conclusions and suggestions. In this regard, in our
opinion, the mechanism of economic support by the
state for the activities of sectoral farms should include:
- during the period of establishment of fisheries

farms with a two-year tax exemption, as well as the
allocation of soft loans for a period of three years for
the construction, repair and organization of primary
activities of ponds;
- allocation of long-term targeted loans to fisheries,
regardless of the ownership forms, for the formation of
mother fish flock, the purchase of equipment for the
organization of the incubation shop;
- creation of interest-free loans system for a period
of two years in the establishment of primary and deep
processing fish farms;
- organization and regular holding of training seminars
and exhibitions aimed at improving the economic and
legal knowledge of fishermen for attracting investment
on the organization and development of small shops
and processing enterprises in the industry;
- formation of a wholesale market of fish products in
the regions of the republic and improvement of sales of
fish products in general;
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- strengthening research on improving the breed of
fish species grown in our country, the acclimatization of
fish species suitable for climatic conditions of the regions;
- establishment of production of specially granulated,
balanced high-protein feed for fisheries.
In general, Implementation of state incentives for

aquaculture development and efficiency of fisheries is
absolutely important. Today, it is expedient to increase
the volume of fish production in intensive ponds, to
reproduce fish fry, to expand the cultivation of fish in
cages and to implement state incentives in context of
food security.
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THE NEED TO DEVELOP DIGITALIZATION OF AGRICULTURE, AIMED
TO GLOBAL CHANGE AND TRANSFORMATION IN TERMS OF
PANDEMY
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Abstract
This article highlights the main directions of development, implementation and the main problems of digitalization
of agriculture in the countries of the world, in particular, agriculture of the Republic of Uzbekistan in the modern
conditions of the spread of Coronavirus and self-isolation. In addition, current data and a comparative analysis
of digital technologies introduced into the agricultural sector are provided. Some suggestions were made for the
development and implementation of digital technologies in the agricultural sector.
Key words: digitalization, agro-industrial complex, agriculture, neural network technologies, artificial intelligence,
innovative development, productivity

I

ntroduction. The global coronavirus pandemic
and isolation have weakened traditional supply
chains and, in one way or another, raised the acute
issue of economic independence, including food
security, before all states. In the era of globalization,
conditions dictate their requirements to the modern
market, according to experts, by 2020 more than 25%
of the world economy will start introducing digitalization
technologies. This will significantly increase the efficiency
of not only business, but also society as a whole.
Given the key issues, that digitalization should
considered as a recognized mechanism of economic
growth due to its ability to have a positive impact on the
efficiency, effectiveness, cost and quality of economic,
socio-political and personal activities [1]. Digital
technology is a platform for increasing the efficiency
and competitiveness of a huge market and industry, as
well as all other markets and industries. Modernization
of high-tech production and the agro-industrial
complex with the help of information, communication
and digital technologies, the scale and pace of
digital transformation should become a priority of our
economic development.
The digitalization of agriculture is one of the leading
in this regard, since the economic stability of the
state largely depends on the level of development
of the agricultural sector in the country. In the world,
agriculture is evolving from traditional technologies to
high technologies capable of creating new markets for
innovative solutions and developments. [2]
Agricultural information and digital technologies
already successfully used in the leading countries of the
Asia-Pacific region to create e-agriculture systems in the
agricultural segment of the national economy, as well
as in the leading EU countries and the USA. [4].
Currently, the process of forming an innovation
system in the Republic of Uzbekistan, especially in the
agro-industrial complex, is taking place in extremely
unfavorable conditions: sufficient provision of scientific
and technical resources, shortage and loss of highly
qualified personnel, high unemployment, rural poverty
and low quality of rural life, rational use of potential
agricultural sector. All these factors reduce the
investment attractiveness of rural areas and hinder their
socio-economic development. [3]

Materials and methods. Digital technologies in
Uzbekistan are the main way to diversify the national
economy, from raw materials to industrial services. The
main technologies introduced in Uzbekistan as the first
part of the digitization of agriculture are GPS navigation
of agricultural machinery, parallel driving, traction
automation, electronic field maps and, of course,
unmanned aerial vehicles as the most amazing and
unusual technologies.
In the context of the global digital transformation,
local manufacturers will be able to acquire advanced
solutions for services requiring knowledge for the
agriculture and food industry, including biotechnology,
information and communication technology, robotics,
aerospace, environmental restoration and ecosystem
design. (Fig 1), [5].
The agro-industrial complex of Uzbekistan is an area
of increased risk, mainly due to climatic factors. The
digitalization of agriculture in Uzbekistan will help reduce
the impact of climate change and a gradual transition
to specific agriculture.
However, the transition should be gradual: before

Figure 1. Promising directions of scientific and
technological development of agriculture and food
sector
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the introduction of digitization technologies, agricultural
enterprises must go through several preparatory stages:
1. Reengineering of business processes, development
of a production management system methodology
(planning, accounting, control, analysis);
2. Strengthening agro-technical services, conducting
agrochemical land surveys, collecting data for each
territory (weed map, soil composition, field history, etc.);
3. Provision of the Internet in the field of industrial
automation (installation of sensors, controllers and other
equipment) and installation of equipment;
4. After the automation of production, you can go
directly to the collection and analysis of data;
5. Implementation of agricultural software or the
stage of direct digitization involves the implementation
of software for automatic data collection. All received
data is collected and analyzed, the same links are
formed;
6. The final stage will be the transition to specific
farming, the purchase of equipment that can use
differentiated chemicals. [6]
It should be noted that is expressed the effect of
the introduction of financial digitalization technologies,
first, in a significant reduction in costs by increasing the
efficiency of all business processes. In addition, experts
have identified forecasts for increasing crop yields when
using the right technological solutions.

their development. The process of building a digital
economy in Uzbekistan is a strategic task that will ensure
national security, competitiveness and development
efficiency at different levels and in different sectors of
the economy, including agriculture. [9]
Results and Discussion. Currently, the main indicators
of the development of the digital economy are the
economic growth of the national economy and its
individual sectors (including agriculture). According to
preliminary data, the total volume of products (services)
in agriculture, forestry and fisheries in January-June
2020 amounted to 97.2 trillion. soums, or 102.8% to the
corresponding period of 2019, including in crop and
livestock production, hunting and provision of services
in these areas - 93.9 trillion. soums (102.7%), forestry - 2.8
trillion. soums (102.0%), fisheries - 0.5 trillion. sum (116.7%).
In the structure of GDP (GVA), the share of agriculture,
forestry and fisheries in the period under review was
24.1%. The contribution of this industry to GDP growth as
a whole reached 0.6.

Figure 3. The volume of products (services) of
agriculture

Figure 2. Productivity of main crops
In the digital world, the existence and development
of most analog systems (industries) is impractical if
there is a digital alternative. By default, the presence,
development and support of the digital principle implies
the digitization of analog systems, which is undoubtedly
harmful and ineffective. A digital format is becoming
the norm for many systems, industries, organizations,
sectors and economies. [7]
It should be noted, that agriculture is an ideal
environment for the use of digital technologies (DT),
which makes it possible to increase the efficiency of
agricultural products and have a strong positive impact
on its development. Due to the influence of some
macro factors and the painstaking work of Russian
farmers, the agro-industrial complex can become the
leading sector of the national economy. The economies
of the leading countries of the world characterized by
a high level of development, implementation and use
of digital technologies. Many countries of the world
make the creation of a new model of the national
economy based on digital technologies a priority for
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In January-June 2020, the growth rates of products
(services) in agriculture, forestry and fisheries, compared
to the corresponding period of last year, amounted to
102.8% (in January-June 2019, compared to the same
period in 2018, - 102 , 4%), including in plant growing and
animal husbandry, hunting and provision of services in
these areas - 102.7% (102.4%), forestry - 102.0% (102.1%),
fisheries - 116 , 7% (102.0%).

Figure 4. Growth rates of products (services) in
agriculture
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In our opinion, one of the main factors of low
productivity in Uzbekistan is the use of outdated
technologies. The volume of innovative agricultural
production in 2017, according to the State Statistics
Committee, is 2%, this is a very small part of all
produced innovative products and services. The bulk
of agricultural innovation came from livestock and
annual crops. At the same time, more than 90% of
companies emphasize the need to increase the
economic efficiency of business by automating key
processes.

Figure 5. Penetration rate of process innovations in
agricultural companies
In the next two years, the share of such companies
may grow to 34 percent. Many local companies have
undergone technological upgrades in recent years
in the hope of gaining a foothold in global value
chains. A key industry indicator (KPI) set out in the May
presidential decree, which provides exports of $ 45
billion a year by 2024, will create additional incentives
for rapid growth. Intelligent agricultural technologies,
including agricultural technologies for growing plants,
environmentally friendly agricultural technologies,
technologies and equipment for phytosanitary control,
biosafety and quality control of raw materials. Also
technologies for integrating logistics management
into the agro-industrial complex, etc. [6].
Training farmers in advanced agricultural
technologies
will
also
enhance
agricultural
productivity. Some projects include expanding
curriculum or collaboration to improve communication.
The scale and pace of digital change should become
a key characteristic of the development of the
agro-industrial complex of Uzbekistan. Thus, with a
systematic state approach, digital technologies will
significantly contribute to the development of an
open information society in the country as one of the
important factors in the development of democracy,
increasing production efficiency, economic growth
and improving the quality of life of the population
of Uzbekistan. Persistent trade barriers, relatively
low labor costs relative to the cost of agricultural
machinery, and low awareness all contribute to the
continued mechanization of agribusiness in lowincome countries and some middle-income countries.
Table 1 shows the possibilities of using information and
digital technologies in agriculture [10].
Modern information and digital technologies
allow real-time monitoring of production processes
in agriculture, which makes it possible to adapt these

Table 1
Possibilities of using digital technologies and neural
networks in agriculture

technologies to the needs of modern agriculture
based on the construction and development of an
electronic agriculture system in the agricultural sector
of the Russian economy.
The introduction of modern land use systems and
information agricultural technologies requires the
development and implementation of innovative
digital technologies. Such systems include GLONASS,
Rapid Eye satellites, CORINE Land Cover.
For example, to ensure a successful harvest,
farmers must be able to create ideal conditions for
crop health and identify any potential pest or disease
threat before they spread. Digital technologies allow
faster soil testing before planting, as well as monitor
plant nutrition and even recognize plant diseases
after growing crops. Autonomous vehicles and drones
can be equipped with cameras and sensors to collect
data, which are then loaded into agricultural software.
This allows you to quickly present information about
the harvest to the user or the farmer to see potential
problems quickly.
The introduction of GIS technologies, precision
farming allows to reduce the costs of farmers and
increase the efficiency of resource use. One of
the most promising areas for the use of modern
digital technologies is the use of GIS technologies
for monitoring the use of agricultural land. Robots
and autonomous vehicles can reduce labor costs
while increasing efficiency. GPS and drone contour
mapping quickly provide farmers with detailed
information on water levels and soil fertility - and can
even be transferred via the cloud.
It is advisable here to consider the role of space
technologies in agriculture, which are satellite
navigation systems that allow you to control the
territory of Uzbekistan, prevent or minimize losses from
the onset of adverse weather events. The use of the
achievements of the space industry is one of the
main requirements of the modern functioning and
development of agricultural production, since the
presence of significant territories of the agricultural
sector predetermines the need to obtain information
on the state of resources and forecast yield.
Note that the scope of application of global
navigation satellite and geoinformation systems,
as well as methods of remote sensing of the Earth is
constantly expanding. GLONASS technologies in the
agro-industrial complex can be used in three cases:
as a guidance system, as a data analysis system and
as a variable rate system. The main function of satellite
navigation systems in agriculture is contact mapping
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of fields by soil fertility (humus content). Another area of
application of GPS technology is a precision irrigation
system (irrigation) for linear irrigation equipment. This
system improves the accuracy and quality of irrigation
equipment and the irrigation process.
In the agricultural sector, to make timely and wellgrounded decisions, information is needed on the
current state of crops, for the collection of which it is
possible to use data from RapidEye satellites, which
allow collecting data for observing and analyzing
the state of the vegetation cover (assessment of the
content of chlorophyll, protein and nitrogen) [12].
Precision farming solutions are used only in 3% of
agricultural enterprises in Uzbekistan. While in the USA
this figure reaches 60%, in the EU countries and even
higher - 80%. To assess the state of the environment
and monitor land use, it is possible to use CORINE
Land Cover landscape maps. The costs of individual
elements of the precision farming system pay off in
one to two years, even in small agricultural enterprises.
The result of the introduction of innovations is to
increase yields, improve the agrochemical properties
of the soil, save financial costs due to the optimal use
of seed material, fertilizers, plant protection products
and fuel. Precision farming technologies have been
successfully used for several decades abroad, and
in recent years they have found more and more fans
among domestic agricultural producers. [11]
The planting observation system has been
introduced abroad for several years (AgMRI). To
process this data, special labor-intensive models are
required, but their spatial structure currently allows
the use of modern computer vision technologies, in
particular, convolutional neural networks. Thus, in the
USA, $ 37 million was invested in the creation of the
Plant Phenotyping and Imaging Research Center
at the University of Saskatchewan. The tasks of this
organization include collecting large datasets of crop
data (usually in the form of photographs or 3D images
described above) and matching phenotype data
with plant genotype; the results of such projects can
be used to improve agricultural technologies around
the world [].
The introduction of modern technologies in animal
husbandry is characterized by the updating of the
technological base of farms with the latest equipment
for keeping animals. Thus, China, as part of the
modernization of agriculture, is switching to innovative
technologies in the management of pig-breeding
complexes. Multifunctional artificial intelligence
system allows you to effectively manage large farms.
With the help of infrared sensors, you can keep track
of the pig livestock, as well as track the movement
and health of animals. Artificial intelligence makes it
possible to eliminate expensive and ineffective RFID
tags. This technology allows you to read data from
tattoos on pigs. [8].
Artificial intelligence technologies can be useful
in shaping the diet of animals. On modern farms,
pigs are kept in relatively small groups, in which the
most similar animals are selected. The bulk of the
cost in pig production is in feed, and optimizing the
feeding process is central to modern pig production.
Obtaining information on the progress of feeding
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individual individuals allows you to create individual
pig feeding programs and the selection of an
individual composition of food additives, which in turn
significantly increases the yield. For example, in the UK,
they launched a project to use artificial intelligence
to detect calf diseases. The project aims to develop
a robust approach for early detection of bovine
respiratory disease using infrared thermography
combined with artificial intelligence.
The main advantage of using neural networks for
decision-making in agriculture is the ability to reduce
the risks associated with a shortage of qualified
personnel, to ensure a high level of management
of the usual economic activities of an agricultural
enterprise. [11].
For the effective use of neural networks in the
Uzbek agro-industrial complex, it is necessary to form a
national publicly accessible neural network, focused,
among other things, on solving problems related
to veterinary medicine. This will make it possible
to make a qualitative leap in the development of
animal husbandry, as well as significantly reduce
the costs of farms for veterinary services. The effect
of the introduction of such systems will be especially
noticeable in small farms, which under normal
conditions cannot afford a full-time veterinarian. Thus,
agrarian digital technologies of the agro-industrial
complex will be able to support a single chain:
information - consultation - decision making - training.
We believe that the above areas can help the
agro-industrial sector to diversify the total volume of
production and ensure export earnings.
Also, in order to develop agriculture, it is important
to introduce digital farming as a fundamentally new
management strategy based on the use of digital
technologies that affect the development of the
agrosphere, as well as management and executive
processes that can differentiate the methods of
applying fertilizers, chemical ameliorants and plant
protection products. [13].
The digitalization of agriculture and agriculture is,
among other things, an instrument of a large-scale
program for the digitalization of villages, connecting
them to digital infrastructure, bridging the "digital"
divide and socio-economic revival of rural areas.
Conclusions. The agro-industrial complex plays an
important role in the development of the economy
of Uzbekistan, therefore one of the important tasks
of the state is to ensure its effective functioning. The
introduction of digitalization in the agricultural sector
contributes to ensuring food security, reducing the cost
of agricultural production, as well as increasing the
country's competitiveness in the global food market.
The development of satellite technologies, artificial
intelligence, neural networks and their introduction
into agriculture marked the beginning of a new era
of agriculture - intellectual, to replace manual and
mechanized.
Automated irrigation systems, crop health
monitoring, face recognition for livestock and many
other innovations are prime examples of how digital
technology can be applied to the agricultural
industry. As a consequence, their use is an increase
in the stability and profitability of the agro-industrial
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complex, the strengthening of agriculture as one of
the key sectors of the national economy. In modern
conditions, for effective and cost-effective farming,
it is necessary to switch to the latest agricultural
management technologies using artificial intelligence,
GNSS and GIS technologies. When choosing
equipment and machinery, it is worth considering the
size of the farm, the types of crops grown, the chosen
method of processing the field, etc.
To be successful, an agricultural enterprise must
meet four conditions:
— To produce as much production as possible per
arable unit of land;
— To predict the risk of crop failure and minimize it;
— To minimize operating costs;
— To sell the crop at the highest possible price.
Predicting optimal planting and harvesting times,
smart irrigation and fertilization, and intelligent pest

control significantly increase farm productivity. The
use of innovative technologies in pilot "smart" farms in
Uzbekistan made it possible to obtain 2.5 times more
grain harvest and reduce costs by more than 20%
(according to the Ministry of Agriculture).
Precision farming requires careful and quick data
analysis, therefore, Big Data and artificial intelligence
processing technologies will inevitably develop in
agriculture. Today farmers face new educational
challenges. Being a good agronomist or machine
operator is no longer enough for a farmer. Precision
farming requires new technological knowledge and
skills, continuous professional development. Training
of professional personnel for an innovative agroindustrial complex is one of the highest needs for
Uzbekistan. Innovation is developing so fast that the
staff cannot keep up with it, especially in a traditionally
conservative industry.
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Abstract
In this article, we have aimed at identifying the educational potential of innovative teaching as the most effective
means of communicative competence formation in the process of foreign language teaching. The successful solution
of complex issues, such as educating the younger generation in the future as a harmonious person, independent
thinker, depends in many ways on the ideological beliefs, professional skills, knowledge, culture of the teacher.
Besides have learnt didactic system and language portfolio of students. A modern educator needs to know how
to influence the student, shaping his or her desires, beliefs, interests, and abilities. This means that a modern school
needs a highly educated, active researcher, teacher-educator.
Key words: Skill, educator, student, education, upbringing, culture, ability, worldview, problem, skill, young
generation, quality, influence, teacher, language portfolio, assessment, evaluation.

I

ntroduction. The question arises as to what kind of
pedagogical-psychological raining, pedagogical
knowledge, professional skills, pedagogical abilities
and qualities a teacher, in particular, an high educition
teacher should have? We will try to answer these
questions through the article. Based on the modern
achievements of pedagogical science, it is very
important to create ways of formation of pedagogical
skills in future teachers and some of its theoretical
foundations in accordance with the requirements of
the time. Given the diversity and complexity of the tasks
of shaping and developing a harmoniously developed
generation, the problem of pedagogical skills is the most
pressing issue, given the urgent need for educational
theory and practice. A skilled educator is essential for
all educational institutions. In this regard, pedagogical
skills are a system of professional skills and competencies
for the optimization of education, mainly to guide the
younger generation, to develop and improve their
spiritual beliefs, worldview, and abilities in terms of social
needs.
The multifaceted and complexity of the problem
of forming a new person shows the importance of the
problem of pedagogical skills for modern educational
theory and practice. Because the skills of the educator,
his maturity, deep professional knowledge, skills and
abilities to determine the perfect upbringing of a person
in all respects, to determine his future, cannot be
achieved without special knowledge and experience.
In particular, a teacher’s needs and beliefs cannot be
shaped by his or her abilities and practical skills without
a skilled educator. The primary school teacher is the
head and alphas of the learners. That is why they need
to be masters of their profession. At the same time,
it is no exaggeration to say that it is one of the most
pressing issues of our time. To be a good teacher, a
teacher must work tirelessly on himself. L. Tolstoy wrote
a classic description of a real teacher: If a teacher is
only interested in his work, he will be a good teacher. If
a teacher is just as envious as his father, his mother, he
will be better than the previous teacher. If he integrates,
then he will be a perfect teacher. Being a good teacher
depends not only on the teaching system, but also on
the behavior of the learner [11].
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Therefore, the teaching system in higher education
helps to build and understand the learning process for
the future teacher. First of all, it is necessary to focus
on ensuring the achievement of high professional skills
in the process of teaching the requirements of higher
education. The development of pedagogical skills in
students is the coordinating basis for the training of future
teachers. The solution of this problem requires a teacher
to be extremely diligent, creative, able to evaluate
their work, as well as to treat children in a humane
manner. The pedagogical skills of a teacher, if we look
at history, we see that the education of the perfect man
has always been in the minds of our ancestors, in the
center of attention. It is not in vain that our president
added to Amir Temur’s phrase “Power is in justice”,
“Power is in knowledge and thinking”. Because the
more democratic, enlightened and intelligent young
people there are in the society, the more progress will
inevitably develop in the society. After all, our educated
young men and women contribute to the development
of our society. At the same time, of course, the skills
of educators are great. Only when the teacher is in
a certain position towards the students, he/she can
successfully exert pedagogical influence. This situation is
the main guide of the student in the field of interaction
with students, which is consistent with the psychological
age characteristics of students. The way and skill of
the teacher, who is the subject of influencing the
behavior of students of different ages, is very important.
Interaction with the student body is often in the form of
conversations, lectures, information.
Materials. First of all, we will talk about how to start
a conversation, how to immediately draw children's
attention to the student's words, their interest. In this
case, the teacher has the task to explain very briefly, but
clearly enough, during the interview. Any conversation
should be able to engage children. Therefore, a true
educator must have not only knowledge but also
norms of speaking. In the teaching process, the two
main participants are the teacher and the student. The
fact that these two people have a proper relationship
with each other during the lesson has an operative
educational effect on the formation of the student's
personality. As mentioned above, the teacher
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should address the student, taking into account the
psychological characteristics and abilities of the student.
In the course of the lesson, the educator should try not
to demean the teacher, but only through command,
jerking. The teacher must be able to understand the
rights of the student independently. The educator must
not only impart knowledge, but also nurture the citizen as
a person who feels responsible for the lives of others and
himself. This is achieved through struggle, pedagogical
skills, abilities and relationships. The need for the teacher
to work independently, to improve their professional skills
will be related to the growth of society’s demand and
attention to the school, the teacher, his personality or
to new social needs for education. Creativity-ingenuity
is a complex mental process, which is, first of all, closely
connected with the thinking, worldview, independent
activity, memory, attention, will of teachers. Scientific
organization of teacher's work means the creation of
innovations in the creative organization of their work,
using the latest achievements of pedagogy, psychology
to manage the pedagogical process. Independent
work on the teacher increases skills and creativity [5].
In order for a teacher to educate himself, he must first
study himself in depth, be able to see his own strengths
and weaknesses.
It is necessary to study oneself and understand the
other person as well. The task of the educator is not only
to show the scope of volitional qualities, to reveal their
internal connection with important ethical principles,
but also to help the student who seeks to cultivate his
own will, to use a wide range of methods of developing
volitional qualities. In order for a student to educate
himself, he must first study himself in depth, be able to
see the successes and shortcomings of his work. It is also
important to understand himself and other people. It is
impossible to study oneself as a person without learning
other achievements and comparing oneself with others.
The mentor is designed to help the child make the
right choice, must teach the student to set goals, predict
the outcome and be able to plan his educational
process expediently. It is necessary to teach the student
to learn so that he continues to continuously develop
without a teacher. When using a foreign language in
the learning process, the position and role of the teacher
noticeably changes. Now the teacher is primarily the
organizer, the adviser. The main purpose of the teacher
is to build a subject relationship, create a favorable
educational environment that can provide students
with the opportunity to choose methods of work, ensure
the independence of students in decision-making and
their responsibility for their choice, an environment that
will stimulate self-knowledge and self-determination of
students. The technology of the language portfolio is a
technology of personality-oriented learning aimed at
developing students’ skills in reflecting on the process
and the results of their own academic work. The
technology of the language portfolio is one of the most
promising technologies for teaching foreign languages,
which, in addition to increasing the motivation for
independent educational activities, allows students to
become aware of the responsibility for their formation
as a person, and helps each student to realize their
potential [3].
This promising learning tool is characterized by
methodologists as an alternative form of control, which
allows obtaining a dynamic picture of the educational

and language development of students, as one of
the possible ways to implement systematic self-control
and integrate it in the process of teaching the English
language. The language portfolio is the basis of
increasing the motivation for independent student
activity in the study of a foreign language in order to
further ensure the continuity of language self-education
throughout life.
Discussion. The main methods of our research
are theoretical ones (the systematic analysis of
psychological-pedagogical,
scientific-methodical
literature on the research problem) and methods of
empirical level (the method of the survey, questionnaires,
pedagogical monitoring, experiment).
The main goal of the experiment was in identifying
the level of student communicative competence
formation while teaching speaking in the innovative
educational process.
During the study, the following tasks were solved:
1) to determine the initial level of students’
communicative competence development;
2) to identify the level of its development formation,
dynamics and tendencies on the intermediate and final
stages of the experiment;
3) to use students’ communicative competence
level self-assessment results for its further development in
the process of experiment on the basis of the portfolio;
4) to reveal experimentally the communicative
competence development efficiency in the Innovative
teaching conditions.
So, the language portfolio is:
• a package of working materials that represent
a particular result of a student’s learning activities in
mastering a foreign language. Such a package of
materials gives the student and teacher the opportunity
to independently and jointly analyze and evaluate the
student’s workload and range of achievements in the
field of language and culture learning, the dynamics
of mastering the language studied in various aspects,
as well as the experience of educational activity in this
area.
• a method of fixing, accumulating and evaluating
the individual achievements of the student in a certain
period of his education.
It is an instrument of self-esteem and the student’s
own cognitively creative work, reflection of his own
activity. The first attempts at a theoretical justification
for using a portfolio to change the student’s knowledge
assessment system were made in the USA in the early
80s. At the initial stage, the portfolio strategy implied only
a focused collection of diverse student work that would
allow the teacher to gradually monitor the student’s
educational and production activities based on analysis
of samples and products of his labor. From the very
beginning, the portfolio was considered as an open
system, which makes it possible to constantly update by
changing the content of the headings, replacing the
work with more successful and high-quality ones as the
student's knowledge and skills increase when studying a
specific topic module or after a certain period of time.
Further development of the portfolio system revealed
its new capabilities. So in 1997, T. M. Cuse, a professor
at the University of South Carolina, published the book
“Measure for Measure,” which provides an in-depth
analysis of the portfolio’s many-sided capabilities in
mathematics and student knowledge [4]. The book was
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the result of an analysis of many years of practical work
on portfolio research. Experience has allowed the author
to talk about different types of portfolios depending on
their focus.
In 1998-2000, the Language Policy Division at the
Council of Europe in Strasbourg developed and piloted
the European Language Portfolio as a tool to support the
development of multiculturalism and multilingualism. The
European Language Portfolio is based on the document
“Common European Framework of Reference”,
which was adopted by the Council of Europe in 1996
in Strasbourg. Its purpose is to describe the levels of
proficiency in a particular language in accordance
with existing international standards and to facilitate the
comparison of different qualification systems. The main
goal of the portfolio is to develop students' self-esteem
skill when working with the level scale.
Conclusion. The modern educator must be able to
teach the younger generation, to educate, to influence
the student, to shape his desires, beliefs, interests and
abilities. The task of the educator is not only to show
the scope of volitional qualities, to reveal their inner
connection with important moral principles, but also to
help the student who seeks to educate his own will, to
develop volitional qualities as children who benefit the
Motherland.
To sum up, portfolio allows you to:
- maintain a high educational motivation of students;
- strengthen the situation of success in educational
activities, which contributes to the positive self-assertion
of the individual, affects the formation of value attitudes;
- encourage their activity and independence,

- expand the possibilities of learning and self-learning;
- develop the skills of reflective and evaluative (selfevaluating) student activities;
- form the ability to learn - to set goals, plan and
organize your own educational activities;
- promote the individualization of education of
students;
- lay additional prerequisites and opportunities for
successful socialization;
- the student to keep a record of their language
learning and independently assess their level using
tables, set individual goals;
- create conditions for the manifestation of the
student’s creativity and his self-realization in the
language, information and educational environment;
- provide continuous study of language and culture
in the context of variable language education.
The systematic gradual filling of the language
portfolio implements the idea of lifelong education and
acquires special significance when the student moves
from one level of instruction to another. Language
portfolio increases the motivation of students, their
responsibility for the results of the educational process,
promotes the development of a conscious attitude
of students to the learning process and its results. The
language portfolio allows you to specify the goals of
teaching foreign languages and, therefore, it is better to
organize the learning process, teaches you to analyze
the learning process together with students, based on
the student’s self-esteem, his needs and motivations,
adjust the content of training, and find an individual
approach to students.
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USE OF RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES FOR POWER SUPPLY
OF CONTROL AND RELAY PROTECTION SYSTEMS OF PUMPING
STATIONS OF MAIN IRRIGATION SYSTEMS IN UZBEKISTAN
Y.T. Adilov, O.A.Nazarov
Tashkent Institute of Irrigation and Agricultural Mechanization Engineers
Abstract
Now, all Power Systems are fitted by highly sensitive control systems will appear the problem of influence of
electromagnetic disturbance to operating processes of control system. The solving of this problem is very actual
now. The experience show, that the nature of this disturbances may be various, but basicly this disturbance will
appearance as a result of transient processes in power network. In content of this article we showed the results of
passed analysis. Finally, we suggested to use the renewable source of electrical energy, like a sun battery connected
to invertor. The main reason for this solution is that renewable source operating separately from Power Network and
by this reason, there are absolutely clear from any types of electromagnetic disturbances. In according to our
reckoning, installation of renewable source of energy, give the possibility to do operation reliability of water pumps
control and protection systems higher.
Key words: Power System, Electromagnetic disturbance, control system, renewable source, reliability, transient
process, the source of power supply without failures, high voltage breaker.

I

ntroduction. When we talking about the quality
of electric energy, we are particularly interested
with the indicator of the non-sinusoidality shape of the
voltage and current curves as well as the presence
of higher harmonics. All these deviations fall into the
category of electromagnetic interference. Very often
they can become a source of false signals for triggering
or disabling control and protection systems. According
to the theory of electromagnetic compatibility [1], which
deals with the problems of “false” responses, the basic
concepts in theory are the concept of a transmitter and
a receiver electromagnetic energy (electromagnetic
interference) in their expanded sense.
Methods. At electric power facilities, transmitters
of electromagnetic effects that can affect automatic
and automated process control systems for electrical
facilities are:
1. Transient processes in high voltage circuits during
switching by power switches;
2. Transient processes in high voltage circuits at short
circuits, tripping of arrester or surge arresters;
3. Electric and magnetic fields of industrial frequency,
created by power equipment of stations and substations;
4. Transient processes in circuits of various classes
voltage during lightning strikes directly to or near an
object;
5. Electromagnetic disturbances in operational
current circuits.
Thus, an electrical device is considered compatible
if it, as a transmitter, is a source of electromagnetic
interference no higher than admissible, and as a
receiver has an acceptable sensitivity to extraneous
influences, i.e. sufficient noise immunity. Table 1 provides
examples of the most common damage caused by
electromagnetic interference.
In addition to the causes of electromagnetic
noise shown in Table 1 and characteristic for power
distribution networks of electric energy, electromagnetic
interference is very common and the sources of which are

Table 1
Possibilities of using digital technologies and neural
networks in agriculture

the environment, in particular: atmospheric electricity,
radio and television networks, working electric motors
and finally electromagnetic waves from nearby power

Figure 1. The sources of EMI out of Power system
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waves systems. Figure 1 shows the distribution diagram
of external electromagnetic noise affecting the control
and protection systems of the electric drives of pumping
units.
Figure 2. Shows the most common forms of
electromagnetic interference. To reduce the likelihood
of unauthorized operation of the protection and
control systems of the pump unit, it is proposed to
use as a backup, a completely independent source
that minimizes damage from electromagnetic
interference, which according to statistics (Tab1) are
the consequences of accidents and abnormal modes,
the so-called Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) is used.
[6] The main purpose of the UPS is the generation of
electricity, the quality indicators of which, transients in
the power system have practically no effect, that is,
the UPS cannot be a transmitter of electromagnetic

a)

b)

Figure 2. Forms of electromagnetic interference
interference.
According to an uninterruptible power supply
consists of [6]:
1. Independent energy source
2. Energy converters,
3. switches;
4. electricity storage devices (e.g. rechargeable
batteries
UPS requirements:
1. The UPS must provide power to an electrical load
critical to the presence of power with normal power
supply parameters, for example, control circuits of
automation control systems.
2. The UPS must be able to adjust its output
parameters.
3. The scheme for constructing the UPS should
minimize the switching time [5] of the load on the power
from independent sources.
The use of the UPS must guarantee the following
standards in the power supply:
voltage 220 V ± 5% (limit values ± 10%); frequency50
Hz ± 0.2 Hz (limit values ± 0.4 Hz); coefficient of non-linear
distortion of voltage shape less than 8% (continuous)
and less than 12% (short-term).[6]. Sources of electrical
energy,which fully comply with the above requirements,
as well as guaranteeing the absence of electromagnetic
interference, may be renewable sources , like solar
battery, wind generator, etc. [3].
In our case, at the Amu-Zang pumping station,
located in the Surkhandarya region of Uzbekistan,
with a capacity of 6X12.5mW, it receives power from
a transformer substation with a capacity of 2x40mW,
110 / 10kV voltage. There are 2 sets of Control LCD 10s
cabinets to control the operation main pumps and relay
protection cabinets type SHELT. Both systems have a
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high degree of reliability and are equipped with 2-sided
power supply in conjunction with ATSS (Automatic
Transfer Switching System).
Based on the foregoing, as well as the amount
of solardays a year to power control and protection
devices at the Amu-Zang pumping station, as a UPS, we
propose to install a set of Solar battery-network Inverter.
General view of the UPS (Solar Battery-Inverter) and
block diagram are shown in Fig 3.

Figure 3. UPS Solar Battery the Inverter
The main indicator of the operation of inverters is the
inverter shape of the output voltage and current curves,
and most importantly, complete independence from
the main electrical networks. Depending on the shape
of the curve, inverters are: with a “pure sine wave” at
the output and with a “quasi sinusoid” at the output.
Inverters with a “pure sine wave” are used to power
measuring instruments of high accuracy, because the
shape of the current and voltage curves of the inverter
is much cleaner than in the general network and is not
affected by electromagnetic interference, which is very
much in the network. From this point of view, they are
suitable for powering the protection and control systems
of our pumping station.
Conclusion:
1. The problem of electromagnetic interference for
powering control and protection systems is relevant and
its relevance increases as systems improve.
2. Today, the use of uninterruptible power supplies
(UPS) is the most effective method to improve the
reliability of power systems.
3. Using a renewable, non-traditional source of
energy to power control and protection systems, we
certainly win:
3.1. Increasing the level of reliability due to the
guaranteed absence of electromagnetic interference.
3.2. Saving electric energy by supplying control
systems during daylight hours from a renewable energy
source. Our calculations show a saving of 180 kW / hour
of electricity daily.
3.3. To obtain the maximum effect, it is recommended
to use a UPS (solar inverter) in the daytime as the main
source, in the dark as a backup source. It should be
noted that it is in the daytime (working) time that a lot
of electromagnetic interference appears in the supply
network. In this case, the effect of using the UPS is
greatest.
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PROGRAMMING THE ATMEGA2560 MICROCONTROLLER FOR AN
AUTOMATIC CONTROL SYSTEM OF WATER TREATMENT PROCESS IN
REGIONS WITH HIGH SALT CONTENT
R.T. Gazieva - c.t.s., associate professor, E.Ozodov - PhD student
Tashkent Institute of Irrigation and Agricultural Mechanization Engineers
Abstract
The process of water treatment for irrigation in regions with high salinity is one of the important components of
agricultural production. Using the automatic water treatment process control system contributes to the efficiency
of the water treatment design. This article discusses the problem of constructing an algorithm of actions for an
automatic process control system and its implementation in code form, taking into account the design feature of
the topology of the control board for the ATmega 2560 microcontroller.
Key words: automation, irrigation, water treatment, programming, electronics, schematization.

Introduction. The primary aim of irrigation is to provide
a crop with adequate and timely amounts of water, thus
avoiding yield loss caused by extended periods of water
stress during stages of crop growth that are sensitive to
water shortages. However, during repeated irrigations,
the salts in the irrigation water can accumulate in the
soil, reducing water available to the crop and hastening
the onset of a water shortage. Understanding how this
occurs will help suggest ways to counter the effect and
reduce the probability of a loss in yield [1].
Soil salinization is widespread: saline and soda soils
cover 932.2 million hectares globally, and are one of
the main threats to soil degradation worldwide, with
ineffective irrigation management affecting 34.19
million hectares or more than 10% from the total area of
irrigated land [2].
In Uzbekistan, the economic and demographic
burden on land, especially for agricultural purposes, is
increasing from year to year. Of the 17.8 million hectares
representing the total agricultural land in the republic,
only 25% is arable land [3]. Over the past 15 years, the
area of agricultural land has decreased by more than
5%, and per capita - by 22% [4].
Over the past 30 years, the area of irrigated land per
capita has decreased by about 25%, i.e. from 0.23 ha to
0.16 ha. Naturally, the above data indicate that farmers
reduced to flat out for work, and thereby their incomes
mourned. The process of anthropogenic desertification,
that is, associated with human activity. Soil erosion and
soil salinization processes are continuing. Over 3 million
hectares of land suffer from wind and water erosion - for
the season the average loss of the fertile layer, for this
reason, reaches 80 tons per hectare[5].
Considering the above factors, a decrease in
the level of water mineralization is very important in
the production of agricultural products; in addition,
a decrease in the level of soil salinity contributes to
an increase in productivity. At the moment, the most
relevant and developing method of water purification
is mechanical or membrane purification, this method is
much more effective and much more intensively purifies
water than other existing methods.
The filter breaks down very quickly, given that, a
large volume of water use in agriculture, and the use
of this method is economically impractical. To eliminate
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the above problems, special designs developing taking
into account the load and the selective selection of the
flow of transferring water for irrigation. A structure of this
type could be intensively use with an existing automatic
system; without an automatic system, the implementation
of this structure is technically impossible. [6].
This article discusses the issue of creating a program
for a microcontroller in order to create an automatic
control system of water treatment.
Research method. The programming technique
based on the design features of the device and taking
into account the technical parameters of the measuring
instruments. The creation of control and interaction
commands is based on a given flowchart algorithm. [7].
Object of research. The object of research is
construction for the selective choice of purification or
direct supply of water to the mixing capsule.
The basic principle of operation of the proposed
design is to create the required concentration of water
with an acceptable salt content inside the tank and
then transfer it for irrigation[8]. The device consists of 5
parts; 1- conduct metric sensor that will be installed in
the water source to determine the salt content in the
source, 2- centrifugal pump for water transfer, 3- on-off
solenoid valves for water distribution, 4-reverse osmosis
to lower the salt level in the water, 5- capsules for
collecting water (see Figure 1) [9].

1-conductometric sensor; 2-pump unit; 3- two position valve;
4- reverse osmosis; 5- diffused capsule.

Fig. 1. Diffusion mixing design
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The principle of operation of the design is that the
electromagnetic control valve V1 distributes water for
cleaning using reverse osmosis, valve V2 is use to supply
purified water to the capsule, valve V3 is use to supply
mixed water for irrigation. The valve operating time and
the volume of water flow distribution for cleaning and for
direct transfer to the capsule depends on the salinity of
the water source. The data that is transmitted from the
1st sensor goes to the controller and then the controller,
based on the built-in algorithm, sets the operating time
of the on-off valves. The level of reverse osmosis load
depends on the salinity of the water source and thus
it is possible to extend the level of operation of reverse
osmosis by creating an individual regime depending on
the degree of salinity of the water [10].
Algorithm and control method. To implement the
work of the equation and the block diagram will be
using a circuit architecture based on the Arduino line.
The logic equation will uploaded to the ATmega 2560
microprocessor because of which the microprocessor
solution will transmitted to the executive body in the form
of a relay module. Relay modules will transmit voltage to
the two-position solenoid valve (see figure 2)[11].

phone number in SMS (short message service) form.
// Enter the phone number to send the data
String phonenumber = "+ 998xxxxxxxxx";
// Commands given to perform certain actions.
String allcomms [] = {"SWS?", "FWS?", "WLS?", "WCS?",
"WCSS?"};
// Here:
// SWS? - The salinity of the water in the spring.
// FWS? - The salinity level of the water leaving the
filter (Indicates how the filter works.
// WLS? - Water level in the water tank.
// WCS? - The amount of water in the water tank.
// WCSS? - The salinity of the water in the water tank.
// These commands can be changed on demand
The operation of the valves for moving the flow of
water and the switching on and off of the pump unit is
carried out by comparing the value of the salt content,
which is indicated with the help of this operator (see
figure 4).
LSW = (RV - getSens(1)) / (getSens(2) - getSens(1));
LSW = NW * abs(LSW);
HSW = NW - LSW;
The whole operation is based on the comparison
of the analysis of the salinity sensor which is located
inside the capsule and inside the source. The operator
performance of valve switching is shown as follows (see
figure 5).
This sketch take acount of indicators of sensor and

Fig. 3. Sketch of values indication

Figure.2. Block diagram of the control system algorithm
Results of research. To implement the program,
the definition and display values will set to make an
indication of input signals as shown in the sketch below
(see figure 3). Main control information takes from TDS
sensor and will analyze to make decision.
For remote control and notification, codes with the
designation with indication {"SWS?", "FWS?", "WLS?",
"WCS?", "WCSS?"}. All commands value link to operation
work in changing of physical value of technology
process program will react and give notification to set

Fig. 4. Sketch of comparing salt value and selection of
correct operation
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Fig. 5. Sketch structure of decision-making part
hold paramets till it is stay stabile. If parametrs change
program will select correct operation according to

algorithm and switch it to true or false as shown below.
avoid readmsg(void) {
digitalWrite(LEDinfo, HIGH);
_response = waitResponse();
_response.trim();
if (_response.indexOf("+CMT:") > -1) {
do {_response = sendATCommand("AT+CMGL=\"REC
UNREAD\"", true);
if (_response.indexOf("+CMGL: ") > -1) {
Conclusion. This program use to construct the analysis
of water quality and then make the correct decision
based on the algorithms given by the device. The
programming platform based on the Arduino IDE has
support for microcontrollers similar to the production line.
This program has the following advantages.
1. The program is adapted to the design of the water
treatment and aimed at optimizing the filter and its
operational period.
2. The system accurately indicates the process
change and has a notification system for each
operation.
3. The program takes into account the parameters
of water quality in case of dissimilarity of indicators, the
system turns off the work, which protects the soil and
plants from high salinity water.
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CONTROL AND MONITORING SYSTEMS IN AGRICULTURAL
ENTERPRISES
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Abstract
One of these innovations is the use of geo-information technologies in agriculture, equipping agricultural
machinery with satellite navigation systems, and automation of production processes. It is the dynamic development
of agricultural production that requires the introduction of a highly efficient farming system, modern technologies
for collecting and processing information necessary to solve numerous production and management problems
using modern technologies, including geographic information systems (GIS). At the moment, the bulk of agricultural
enterprises in the region are experiencing financial difficulties, and each manager is trying to reduce costs, use
working hours more rationally, more efficiently use the resource of equipment in order to achieve a lower cost of the
final product. It is no longer possible to improve the work of the enterprise in the "old fashioned way", therefore, a
fundamentally different approach to the management mechanisms of the enterprise and all technological processes
is required, completely autonomous and at the same time disciplining workers. As follows from the tasks facing
agriculture, the introduction of geoinformation technologies in an agricultural enterprise and computer monitoring
of its activities is the most promising direction in the development of the agro-industrial complex. This will increase the
efficiency of technological processes of an agricultural enterprise, more rational use of agricultural land, agricultural
machinery and working hours and, as a result, increase the profitability of agricultural enterprises in the region.
Key words: GLONASS/GPS, AgroControl, AutoGRAPH, Navigator-Agro, SCOUT.

I

ntroduction. Satellite monitoring allows improving
the quality and reliability of agricultural statistics by
increasing the accuracy, objectivity and monitoring
frequency in agricultural production. As for our
country, the attempts to introduce such technologies
encounter a number of difficulties. First of all, there
are no tools to collect accurate information on land
use and control of technical means of production,
especially in large farms. Even the heads of large farms
often do not have information about the exact size of
their own agricultural land. Large areas of land require
reliable software that will provide quality control and
convenient work with information on all fields and
crops. The implementation of such programs gives a
very tangible economic effect.
Currently, satellite monitoring systems are mainly
used to control and monitor automobile transport
- to track unplanned movements and detect fuel
discharge. There are very few fleet management
systems in agriculture. Attempts are being made
to introduce automobile monitoring systems into
agricultural production. However, the tasks that the
enterprises put forward may not always be satisfied
with the ready-made functional systems designed
for another industry. The land, though immovable,
also has variability: crops are changing, as well as
their cultivation technologies, field boundaries are
transformed over time, which leads to a change in
areas. All this also needs to be monitored in real time
and stored for several years in order to ensure the
continuity of information and to minimize problems
that arise due to a change in the personnel of farms.
Materials and methods. In general, it should be
noted that the introduction of such systems takes farm
management to a qualitatively new level, reduces
operating costs, limits the inappropriate use of the
fleet, thereby increasing the productivity. In addition,

using these systems, large farms may manage with a
minimum of personnel and the time control of all agro
technical stages will undoubtedly result in an increase
in the yield of the main crops.
At an expanded meeting of the Government
of the Ryazan Region in April 2012, the Minister of
Agriculture and Food of the region reported that the
cultivated area that year increased by 6 thousand
hectares and amounted to 774.5 thousand hectares.
The region is fully provided with seeds of spring grain
crops and potatoes. The introduction of mineral
fertilizers is planned at the level of the previous
year. The readiness of the main types of agricultural
machinery is 85%. By the beginning of spring field
work, all farms were fully provided with reduced-price
fuel. Governor Oleg Kovalev instructed to revise the
volume of fertilizers applied, as well as to exclude the
possibility of using substandard seeds during sowing.
The head of the region paid special attention to the
gasification of grain dryers, which he demanded to
check before the start of harvesting. He also instructed
to consider the possibility of a centralized fuel delivery
to agricultural enterprises.
The issue of registration of unclaimed land shares,
the area of which currently exceeds 400 thousand
hectares in the region, was also discussed. According
to the governor, it is necessary to accelerate their
allocation to efficient owners in order to put them
into agricultural circulation. The funds received from
this should go to the local budgets for targeted use.
The Minister noted that “today, in the context of an
increase in milk production in the Ryazan region (in
the first quarter, there was a 10% increase compared
to the previous year) and expecting the season of
large milk volume, the general task of the ministry,
producers and processors was to take measures to
ensure that in summer period fewer problems would
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rise for those who produce milk and who process it.
To date, the structural units of the Ministry of
Agriculture of the Russian Federation have identified
the main directions for implementing global
positioning systems in agriculture, organized the
supply of GLONASS/GPS equipment to centers and
stations of the agrochemical service of the Ministry
of Agriculture of Russia. In addition, a number
of agricultural universities have developed the
methods for contact mapping of fields by soil fertility
(humus content) using satellite navigation systems.
A comprehensive development of technologies is
underway, including the adaptation of navigation
equipment to domestic technology. In particular, the
Center for Precision Agriculture for the introduction of
navigation technologies in agriculture was created
at the Moscow Agricultural Academy named after K.
Timiryazev.
Control and monitoring systems are hardware
and software systems consisting of sets of equipment
installed on vehicles or mechanisms (from seeders
and combines to automotive and tractor equipment)
subject to control and specialized software that
process, analyze and visualize data received from the
vehicle with subsequent reporting. A GPS/GLONASS
receiver is installed in the vehicle; it determines the
exact position of the vehicle, its speed, motion
direction, etc. Then, using a GSM modem over the
mobile networks, these data are transmitted in real
time to a special server, and then via the Internet to
the system users. The system is able to control a large
number of technical parameters, both primary and
secondary, beginning from the presence of a driver
at the steering wheel and the fuel level in the tanks
to fuel consumption and the duration of parking. If a
controlled tool equipped with sensors is for any reason
out of the GSM network coverage area, all data on
its movement are stored in a database (up to several
months of continuous operation) and come in the
form of reports to the customer when communication
is resumed.
Paste in picture: customer’s working place Server
platform; radio transmitter medium; navigation signal;
GPS satellites; objects of monitoring; user equipment;
file transfer.
The user has access to maps on which the object
under observation is displayed, and to a database that
contains all the information received, the information

is displayed both on the maps and in the event log.
The examples of such systems are:
• AgroControl - a specialized system for transport
and land plots monitoring and control. The navigation
equipment installed on a moving object provides the
collection of necessary information and transmission
to the central server of the system. This information is
accessible to the chief mechanic, head of garage,
engineer, agronomist or manager who makes
decisions. Data transmission is carried out both via an
electronic drive (flash memory), and in real time using
cellular networks.
• AutoGRAF equipment monitoring system a flexible and cost-effective monitoring system
operating on domestic devices.
• “Navigator-Agro” allows checking the work of
agronomists, machine operators and combiners, it
assesses the quality of work and prevents the theft of
seeds, marketable grain, fertilizers, plant protection
products and fuel and lubricants.
• “SCOUT” or Satellite Control of Transport and Fuel
- a system for transport monitoring and control. Thanks
to this system, it is possible to track the location and

Fig. 1. The principle of operation of the control and
monitoring system

Figure 3. Installing the SCOUT system on a self-propelled
vehicle FGBOU VPO RGATU
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Fig. 2. An example of the interface of the AgroControl
monitoring and control system
condition of any vehicle on which it is installed.
Figure 3 shows the stages of SCOUT system
installation on a self-propelled car FGBOU VPO RGATU.
control of the main parameters of a combine - idle
schedule, ignition, speed chart, schedule for filling and
unloading the hopper, field motion control, switching on
the additional devices, etc.
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Fig. 4. An example of an interface of a SCOUT control
and monitoring system: track superposition on
photographs taken from space

Fig.5. An example of an interface of a SCOUT control
and monitoring system
In general, such systems allow solving the following
range of problems:
- determination of geographical location, direction
and speed of agricultural vehicles;
- control of loading, transportation and unloading of
agricultural goods;
- control of fuel consumption, as well as its
unauthorized discharge;
- account of farm land cultivated by agricultural
machinery;
- control of the start and end time of work;

- monitoring the compliance with speed limits when
performing agricultural work;
- control the location of the object within the
designated area (field) with entry/exit time control;
- monitoring the compliance with the route and
detection of the facts of its violation;
- control of fuel consumption according to the
distance traveled.
Conclusions. The dynamic development of agricultural
production requires the introduction to a highly efficient
farming system, modern technologies for collecting and
processing information necessary to solve numerous
production and management tasks using modern
technologies, including geographic information systems
(GIS). The use of space and information technologies
allow us to give the process of managing the agriculture
of country such properties as global, systematic,
responsive, continuous. In recent years, some progress
has been not in the use of space activities in agriculture.
But GISs in the agro-industrial complex are accompanied
by the following implementation problems:
1. Lack of information about the benefits, the
tendency towards agricultural managers to "traditional"
methods of management.
2. The time spent on development, the need for
advanced training as/in/for specialists.
3. Lack of robotic agricultural machinery of the
domestic market equipment, including Russian-made.
4. Lack of domestic software.
5. Low profitability of agricultural enterprises, reducing
the likelihood of GIS implementation. To overcome the
existing difficulties, the authors propose the following
activities to be implemented by students studying this
manual in the near future:
1. Creation of a federal integrated GIS specialized
in agricultural purposes of appropriate space resources.
2. Development of unified software.
3. The creation of regional centers of information
technology for precision farming on the basis of
agricultural universities in all regions of the Russian
Federation with the active support of the state.
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Abstract
The article discusses the issues of water disposal, with curvilinear coatings. The tasks of calculating rainfall at
industrial sites and urban areas of complex topography arise in the process of modern urban construction. Modern
requirements for design quality necessitate accurate calculations of rainfall, location, size and number of drainage
devices. The article points out the existence of a gap between the practice of calculating rainfall runoff and the theory
of mathematical modeling of runoff. Also, modern mathematical models of the formation of rainfall are analyzed. A
runoff model is proposed that provides a compatible consideration of the relationship between flow rates and water
volumes in the area with the runoff genetic formula. The catchment area is torn by a network of lines of greatest
slope and isochrones. For each elementary site, the ratio of the water balance is determined. The continuity equation
for the catchment is obtained. For the numerical implementation of the runoff model, a difference scheme is used.
Specific programs are provided for the developed algorithms. A computer program in the MatLab language has
been developed for the proposed runoff model. The program has been tested at specific facilities.
Key words: rain runoff, runoff modeling, slope lines and isochrones, continuity equation, finite differences.

I

ntroduction. One of the main tasks in the complex
of engineering preparation of urban areas is the
drainage of rainwater. The ever-increasing requirements
for design quality necessitate more accurate
calculations of rainwater discharge on the surface,
knowledge of the exact flow distribution, location,
size and number of drainage devices, considering the
geometry of the surface.
The drainage issues arising from the lack of a
methodology for calculating rainwater flow on curved
surfaces, on industrial sites and urban areas of complex
topography are the result of the hydrological aspects of
urbanization associated with modern urban construction
and development, which necessitate the study of
rainwater flow formation processes. Most notably,
urbanization affects maximum water consumption,
volume and shape of rainfall floods, as runoff from builtup areas differs sharply in quantity and quality from that
from natural catchments [1,2,3,4,5].
In practice, rainfall runoff is calculated on the
assumption of water movement along the lines of the
largest surface slope, and the lines are conditionally
assumed to be straight lines, the surface is replaced by
a plane with a slope equal to the average slope of the
surface slope. As a rule, the expenditure based on this
method is overestimated, which leads to an unjustified
increase in the cross-sections of drainage devices. [6,7,8]
Known studies of rainwater flow formation in
urbanized areas tend to focus on identifying empirical
dependencies between some of the flow characteristics
for a particular area. The existing gap between the
practice of rainwater discharge calculations and the
theory of mathematical flow simulation is primarily
due to the existence of building codes based on
empirical formulas from many years ago. However,
the mathematical models of runoff formation in an
urbanized area proposed by some researchers are
entirely unacceptable for the practice of calculations
because of their complexity and a large number of
assumptions leading to distortion of maximum flows. [1,2]
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Flow modelling on a homogeneous unfiltered surface
(covering, urban area, industrial sites of complex shape)
has its peculiarities and requires a new approach,
the leading factor of flow, in this case, is the surface
geometry.
Mathematical models of runoff are usually
understood as mathematical and logical relations with
the help of which quantitative associations between
flow characteristics and characteristics of flow-forming
factors are established. The definition considered is
very general and includes both "information models",
which do not contain any a priori information and are
derived from the processing of specific observations,
and "gnoseological models", which are built on
understanding the physical patterns [9,10].
In the first works on mathematical modeling of effluent
formation processes on the watershed, the desire for a
detailed description of elementary processes of effluent
formation on the watershed was observed. Such models
include a large number of parameters, which, as a rule,
are physically interpreted, but they cannot be measured
directly, and their definition is now an almost insoluble
task. At the same time, attempts have been made to
construct models in a purely formal way, based on the
general theory of dynamic systems (the "black box"
method) and very general concepts of the physical
laws of flow formation. Both of these approaches
do not allow to build a reliable model used for flow
calculations in real catchments. The main reason for this
is the separation of the process of selecting the model
structure and determining its parameters. As a result,
the models of the first type had a purely descriptive
character and allowed only qualitative estimates for
real catchments, or numerical experiments by changing
their parameters to clarify the mechanism of physical
processes occurring in the catchment. The models of
the second type, using the developed mathematical
apparatus of the system theory, well-matched input
and output parameters, often remaining unsuitable for
new implementations [9,10,11,12,13,14].
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In another formulation, the watershed is considered
as a dynamic system with concentrated parameters,
in which, generally speaking, both parameters and
structure are unknown, but the class of equations in
which the model structure is searched for, and on the
values of parameters are imposed restrictions. Such
limitations, which reduce the uncertainty of structure
and parameters, are the general physical concepts of
the processes of flow formation, empirical dependence,
available additional observations.
Achievements in this direction are related to the
development of linear models (with concentrated
parameters) of water flow over the catchment for the
time constant parameters of the hydrological system
[1,2,16,17].
The development of methods for identification of
dynamic systems and, in particular, the development
of methods for optimization of multipara meter systems
allowed further transition in the process of mathematical
modeling of runoff from the models, which described
only the process of runoff, to the models (conceptual),
which take into account various elementary processes
of runoff genesis: water absorption, surface retention,
runoff on the surface and others.
Models of the third type - with the distributed
parameters, unlike conceptual and models with the
concentrated parameters, allow to consider spatial
variability of a drain, however, thus the problem of
definition of parameters becomes complicated.
Although models of this type more accurately reproduce
the physical regularities of flow formation, difficulties
associated with their numerical implementation,
restrained the development of these models. [1,2,3,4,5]
Researches of some scientists have proved that
unaffected transfer of parameters of conceptual
models defined for natural catchments into models of
urbanized catchments, even if at the same time the
features of built-up areas are taken into account, can
lead to errors of maximum flow order. [1,2,18,19]
Methods. It seems clear that the set of tasks
associated with determining surface rainwater
discharge requires consideration corresponding to
the first level of optimization, which is to select the
best management idea. At the same time, methods
of heuristic programming developed for the search of
the best approach to the decision of many technical
problems, in this case, do not lead to success. The reason
is in incomparability of difficulties in the mathematical
description of technical systems and complex natural
phenomenon - rainwater flow formation. For the same
reason, the engineering optimization problem - the
choice of optimal sections and location of drainage
devices on a complex surface - cannot be reduced to
the problem of mathematical programming, successfully
used in solving many engineering problems. Let us note
the possible approaches to its solution:
1. Installation of specially organized experiments,
aimed at the study of the formation of runoff on specific
surfaces.
2. Unification and formalization of methods of
disciplines connected with different aspects of the
considered problem, which is a prerequisite for its
automated solution.
Formalization of methods to describe the formation

of rainwater runoff involves the creation of an abstract
prototype of the flow on the surface, which requires
the use of methods of geometry and the theory of
mathematical modeling of runoff.
The following approaches are possible when building
a flow formation model for urbanized areas:
1. Simplification of known physically most reasonable
flow models.
2. Creation of a fundamentally new model that most
fully takes into account the physical and geometric
features of surfaces of coatings, industrial sites, urban
areas.
3. Physically and theoretically grounded association
of several known models into one that is convenient for
mass calculations.
Among approaches to building a flow model on an
urbanized territory, the third is the most acceptable,
as simplification of the known models involves several
assumptions leading, as practice shows, to the distortion
of the final results, and the creation of a fundamentally
new requires an accurate knowledge of all processes of
flow genesis in the watershed under consideration.
It is necessary to note some conditions at the
construction of a mathematical model of a rainwater
runoff: 1) nonfiltering or close to them on physical properties
of surfaces are subject to consideration; 2) the necessity
of the account of climatic factors of the concrete area
that is important for building designing. The first condition
limits the area of application of the mathematical model,
but at the same time allows obtaining reliable results for
the considered type of surfaces.
The proposed runoff model provides for the joint
consideration of the dependence between the flow
and volume of water on the area with the genetic
formula of runoff. Since the leading flow component
in the proposed model is a surface runoff, the greatest
attention is paid to specifying the topographic
characteristics of the catchment surface.
On the given surface the geometrical prototype of
movement of rain water is set - the family of lines of the
largest slope determining the direction of water flow,
areas of thickening of the slope lines are marked. The
catchment area is covered by a network of the largest
gable and isochronous lines (Fig 1).

Fig.1. A network of the largest gable and isochronous lines
Surface sections bounded by watershed lines serve
as elementary catchment areas, which in turn are
divided into private areas with equal running times.
According to the genetic formula of runoff, the amount
of rainwater flowing to the structure is calculated as
follows:
(1)
Or in vector form Q=f*h, Q is a vector-column of
elementary expenditure values, f and h are triangular
matrices of elementary platform values and intensive
water transfer. The scheme of flow formation, according
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to this model, is performed by the system:

to set the initial information, primarily the intensity of
the precipitation. The task is to perform interpolation of
precipitation from a system of regular to irregular points.
Linear interpolation is used:

where τ - the time for which the most distant drop
runs to the sash; f1,f2,...fτ- the areas of private catchment
areas, bounded by lines of equal run (isochrons).
In the proposed runoff model, in contrast to the
isochronous method, the water balance ratio is
determined for each elementary catchment area
bounded by equal catchment lines:
(2)
where ∆V - change in water volume at the section
under consideration for the time ∆t; Q1, Q2 - water
discharge at the section boundaries; q - water inflow
intensity at the section; S - section area.
It is assumed that ∆V=∆h*∆S, ∆h - change in runoff
layer depth for time ∆t. Then
(3)
where U1, U2 are flow rates and h1, h2 are flow depths
at the boundaries of the design section. The water flow
equation is recorded as follows:
(4)
where a=C√i, i is the slope of the section (in case of
approximation of the surface by linear splines, the slope
i is understood as the arithmetic mean of the slopes of
the sections constituting the private section); C is the
roughness coefficient, n=3\2 is an empirical constant.
The water balance equation (3) is given in the form:
(5)
When we go to the limit, we get the continuity
equation for the catchment:
(6)
In the interpolation nodes, the distance between
which depends on the terrain features, it is necessary

(7)
h - gauging cell side;

- the amount of

precipitation in the nodes of the gauge network.
For the numerical implementation of the proposed
flow model, a four-point implicit difference scheme is
used:
(8)
Unlike the known schemes in the proposed one, the
step on one of the parameters is taken unevenly. Step
ΔSj means the area j - that elementary area limited by
lines of equal run-up. [15]
Numerical
experiments
have
shown
good
convergence of the difference scheme (8) to the
differential equation (6). The scheme (8) is stable at any
ratio of Δt and ΔS.
Results. A computer program in the MatLab
language has been developed for the proposed runoff
model. The program has been tested in specific areas
of the cities of Uzbekistan. The developed program can
work both autonomously and as part of CAD
Conclutions. The proposed model, unlike the known
methods, has the following advantages:
1. Takes into account the geometric and climatic
features of the catchment.
2. A computer program not only calculates rainfall,
but also draws a network of slope lines and isochrones
on the surface.
3. A built network of slope lines and isochrones is a
prerequisite for the optimal placement of drainage devices.
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